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SEPOCH Exchange

SEPOCH is headquartered in Europe, France
Committed to becoming the world's top blockchain
trading platform
➢ Provide trading platform for virtual digital currency investment users
➢ Provide user community traffic and financing possibilities for blockchain companies
➢ Find high-quality blockchain technology projects for the capital side

—— Your influence deserves more

SEPOCH Platform Token-Mining Issue
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SEPOX Token mining mode details
Total mining tokens
199872000 SEPOX Tokens（Sepoch Exchange Tokens）
➢ The actual total circulation of SEPOX tokens will be determined by the mining capacity of the community's miners
➢ Unmined SEPOX tokens will be directly destroyed
➢ SEPOCH destroys dividends every quarter, eventually making SEPOX tokens in the secondary market circulate 21
million

Produces one block per minute
With a 24-hour 1440 block as a cycle
➢
➢
➢
➢

Each block has 100 SEPOX tokens, and each miner can only dig a maximum of one block every 24 hours
The amount of refined SEPOX in each block is determined by the miners (0≤X≤100)
Each block must not share mining with other accounts
Unmined blocks and SEPOX tokens will be directly destroyed every minute

Mining hash rate increases every 24 hours
+1% (Based on the previous day)

SEPOX Token mining mode details
Total mining days
1388 days
➢ If the newly produced mining pool is unmanned, it will be abandoned

Repurchase mode
The SEPOCH exchange has set up a mining repurchase fund. At any time, any miner can sell SEPOX coins to the SEPOCH platform
according to the current mining power
➢ Repurchase funds = mining funds
➢ Repurchase SEPOX token price = mining power on the day
➢ When the repurchase fund is used up, people can not repurchase, however the mining mode will still continue, and the
underpinning repurchase fund can be opened again while the mining restarts

Trading market
At 07:00 on February 5th, 2020 (GMT), SEPOCH will open SEPOX token Trading pair on the market

ERC-20 Token
SEPOX tokens are issued based on Ethereum smart contracts. All mining miners can withdraw tokens and transfer them to
cryptocurrency wallets at any time, such as: BitPie, Jaxx, etc.

Mining invitation mechanism
Participate in mining and
reward USDT
Rebate 10% of the invitee's mining quota
1. Can only be used for mining, the returned USDT
is injected into a specific frozen account
2. You need to cooperate with the same amount of
real USDT investment quota for mining, how
much USDT is injected to use the same amount
of USDT to return USDT
3. Rewarded mining USDT is not included in the
mining fund pool
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SEPOX Token notion
No pre-mining, no pre-sale, no private sale, no Lock-up period
➢ All obtained through mining
➢ Does not accept any investment

100% repurchase guarantee mechanism
➢ The SEPOCH platform uses the entire mining funds as a repurchase funding pool
➢ Repurchase funds pool will ensure investment benefits for miners
➢ Underlying secondary market price bottom line

Miners determine circulation
➢ Currently 100% of the trading platform tokens on the market are determined by
the platform
➢ SEPOCH as the world's first exchange that determines the issuance of platform
tokens by miners
➢ Unmanned blocks will be directly discarded and will not be circulated

Multiple applications
➢ SEPOCH Exchange platform Token
➢ SEPOCH Stars Network Token
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